It is a qualitative descriptive study that attempts to depict the componential meaning of the word 'melihat' or "to see" in Javanese and English and the element of context that may influence the word choice in both languages. By using documentation as method of data collection, it is found that there are many different words having the same meaning to say 'melihat' in both languages while those words means that anyone doing activities of 'melihat'. In addition, the aspects of intensity, target, distance, and connotative features influence the word choice in either Javanese or English.
Introduction
Every language has different system that characterizes its use, likewise Javanese and English. To say "melihat', for instance, there are many words can be chosen to express speaker"s idea. Javanese, as a tool of communication for Javanese generally, have many ways to say that words, such as:
1. Udin lagi ndelok TV.
2. Nek mlaku ndelengi dalan! 3. Rina ngamati gaweane koncone sing lagi digarap.
Those three words have different forms but similar meaning; expressing "melihat'. In English, the same thing can be found, for example:
1. My brother is watching TV.
2.
Look at the street! 3. The teacher observes the student assignments.
From the above examples, different words which have the same meaning in the sentences called synonymy. The words "begin", "start", "sofa", "settee", "adore", and "worship" are just a few of hundreds words that seem to be frequently interchangeable without loss of meaning. However, they are truly synonymous that they always mean the same and can be substituted one another (Carthy, 1990: 16) . Therefore, we need to know the meaning of the word deeply before using it. Sometimes we are confused to understand words we do not know the meanings exactly. Not only in English, in Javanese have we also found the synonymy that shows the richness of word meaning.
Derived from that phenomenon, the writer is interested in conducting the analysis of componential meaning of the word between two languages by addressing following research questions.
1. What are the components of meaning that differentiate between one word to another in Javanese synonym of the word 'ndeleng'? 2. What are the components of meaning that differentiate between one word to another in English synonym of the word 'to see?
3. What element of context that may influence the word choice in Javanese and in English?
Semantics
Semantics is the technical term used to refer to the study of meaning.
It is a part of linguistics that not only includes meaning but also development and changing (Palmer, 1981: 1) . According to Fromkin (1985: 201) , it is a study of linguistic meaning of words, phrase, and sentences.
Lexical Relation
In the discussion of meaning, there are many parts to be elaborated; one of them is lexical relation. According to Saeed (1997: 36) , there are eight lexical fields in the lexical relation. 
Componential Analysis
When people contemplate communication in foreign language, they often reach for dictionary since it provides meanings for words of given language and labels for concepts that speakers wish to discuss. Then, how does the meaning of words in a sentence contribute to the meaning of sentence?
Componential analysis of this kind can reveal a relation among words from the same semantic domain, such as kinship terms. It attempts to describe the systematic ways in which words are alike or unlike ( Carthy, 1990: 92) . He (1990: 92) states that it is also the way of looking at the meaning of words, describing words in terms of shared and non-shared semantic features, these features themselves being only expressible as words.
Semantic componential analysis is based on the similarities among set of words. The goal of semantic feature (componential) analysis is to discover a set of features that make up the meanings of words. In this analysis, the lexical relation of synonym is important because words related to the ways of sharing features. The purpose of semantic field analysis is to arrive at meaning shared by a group of words in a domain. That, all the words within the field related to each other, yet differs in details, which are captured in the analysis.
The componential analysis can be applied satisfactorily only in certain well-defined semantic domains. In many cases, it is difficult to define the elementary "features" which distinguish the meaning of a word from that of similar ones. For instance, the word "chair" has some similar meaning with bench, davenport, and sofa. But, it is not exactly the same; there are some features differentiate them. It is described as follows. 
Research Methodology
It is a descriptive qualitative research that is used to depict the phenomenon of the using of the word 'melihat', as object of the study, in Javanese and English. Since it is a literary study, the writer uses documentation as data collection method that is taken from primary and secondary books i. 
Discussion
In this research, the writer tries to use the most appropriate word to the context; but still, it seems there is no one-to-one relationship between Javanese and English words. In order to make the research more practical and understandable, the whole data are presented in the table 1.1.
Those data, then, are analyzed descriptively using the semantic field of the word 'melihat' or 'to see'. They are:
Intensity
It shows duration of seeing.
Target
It means any object used for the purpose of seeing.
Crossbeam
Crossbeam refers to something that delays activity of seeing.
Distance
Distance shows an interval or space between two objects. It means the distance between the doer and the target of seeing.
Connotative
It means implication of a word or phrase in addition to its literal meaning.
To clear the discussion, the data are scrutinized in the 
Intensity
In Javanese, 'nglirik' and 'nginjen' have two signs of positive and negative. 'Nglirik' can be high if the doer wants to make long seeing activities. However, it is also can be low if the doer makes it short or just a moment. 'Nginjen' also has the same thing; the doer can make it either long or short. All of activities depend on the doer. In English, ther is no ambivalence of the intensity.
Target
In Javanese, 'kamitenggengen ', 'ndelok', ' nyawang', and 'weruh' have near and far object of seeing. In English, 'glance', 'peek', and 'watch' have near and far object. It means that the object can be shown as far as the eyes see.
Distance
The word 'ndelok ', 'nyawang', 'nonton', 'weruh', and 'kamitenggengen' in Javanese are used in far or near distance. It means that the doer can be seen at near or far objects.
Connotative features
The word "mlilik" is the one which has both signs. It shows that 'mlilik'
has two connotative features of meaning. In English, we can see that "peek' also has both signs of connotative features.
Actually, there are still many activities of seeing that can interpret the meaning. Like 'ngeker', it is inlcude of the activities of seeing. But it is not discussed in this research because it needs a tool when such an activity done.
What discussed here are the activities of 'seeing' with bare activities without any tools. Here, the writer used a free translation in each word from the obtained data by trying to use the most appropriate word to the context.
Conclusion
From the study conducted by the writer, there are many different words having the same meaning to say 'melihat' in both languages. Meanwhile, those words mean that anyone does activities of 'melihat'. In addition, the aspects of intensity, target, distance, and connotative features influence the word choice in either Javanese or English.
